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Tombstones bearing Hebrew inscriptions in
Aden
Inscriptions on tombstones provide us with information about the family and
society of the deceased. Through a reading of these inscriptions the
individual is no longer anonymous. In addition to names, grave inscriptions
often contain information on an individual’s status and profession, offering
us insights into the life of a community which include different classes and
professions. The information emphasised in grave inscriptions reveals the
values of a society and its traditions. This study investigates the corpus of
Hebrew inscriptions on tombstones in Aden.
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Introduction
Graveyards and tombstones provide us with an
insight into the life of people who are no longer
alive. Tombstones tell us the name and age of the
deceased person, and about when and where the
deceased person lived. Sometimes the name of
the deceased person gives an indication of family
origins. The style of the characters, the order of the
words, and sentences in the inscription tell us of
the funeral traditions and the culture of this
specific community. The size of the tombstone,
its shape, and the style of its decoration reflect the
social status of the person it was made for. The
shape of the stone and the way it was cut tell us
about the manual skills of the masons.

Jewish cemeteries in Aden
Four Jewish cemeteries are known to have existed in
the Aden area. Two of them were ancient and were
closed to funerals before the nineteenth century. The
third one was in the centre of the city in the ‘Crater’
area, so-called by the British (Fig. 1). This cemetery
was still in use at the time of British occupation. The
Ma‘alâ cemetery is the new cemetery. In addition to
these cemeteries there is a memorial tomb in the
Holkat-Bay area (1).
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The common Hebrew words for cemetery are:
bêt-q!eb!arôt, the house of the burials, bêt-‘almı̂n or
bêt-‘ôl!am, the everlasting house and bêt-ha-h@ ayyı̂m,
the house of the living (2). Among the Jews of Aden
and in Yemen the word for cemetery is mě‘!arâ (pl.
me‘arôt) which means cave. In Aden the ancient
cemetery was called mě‘!arâ yešanâ, old cave (3). The
ancient cemeteries were situated on the cliffs surrounding the Crater. The cemeteries had been
abandoned for many generations by the time the
British arrived. The cemetery in the Crater was
situated near the Jewish quarter (Fig. 2) and was in
use for many generations. There were many tombstones with Hebrew inscriptions scattered all over
the area. Despite their relocation to a new quarter
the Jews continued to use the Crater cemetery until
approximately 1860. After the Crater cemetery was
closed to burials, the British Administration granted
the family of Menahem Messa, then head of the
Aden Jewish community, special permission (Fig. 3)
to continue to use the cemetery in the Crater for their
family members until the middle of the twentieth
century (4).
The cemetery at Ma‘alâ was used by the Jewish
community of Aden from 1860 until 1967, when the
Jewish community was dissolved. Today there are
hundreds of graves with tombstones of different
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Fig. 1.
British Colony Boundary Plan of Aden, 1965.

shapes and sizes at this cemetery. The earliest date
of burial found in the Ma‘alâ cemetery was from
the year 1863 CE (
) (tav, reš, lamed, gimel). The
latest date was from 1967 CE (
) (tav, šin, kap,
zayin) (5).
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An overview of the discoveries of epitaphs under
British rule
During building works under the British Administration, hundreds of Hebrew epitaphs were discovered and collected, but not all of them were
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Fig. 2.
Aden Crater map, 1965.
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were badly damaged, and some of the inscriptions
were so corroded that their texts were illegible.
Hebrew epitaphs were also discovered during
reconstruction work at the water reservoir which
was located on the hill, in the area called the ‘Tanks’
(7). The discovery of Hebrew epitaphs in the Tanks
area suggests that there had been a cemetery earlier
which, in turn, implies that there must have been a
Jewish settlement nearby. Hebrew epitaphs were
also discovered during the reconstruction works in
the ‘Aden Pass’ (8). They were set deeply into the
walls and secured with mortar. Slabs were also
found in the caves in this area (9).

Fig. 3.
Burial permission for the Messa family, 1934.

documented. The discovered tablets were often
taken and kept by private individuals, and many of
those slabs were consequently lost. Seven tablets
were transferred to the British Museum (6).
Slabs were also discovered in the Crater outside
the border of the Jewish cemetery. The slabs
discovered outside the cemetery were similar to
the tombstones in the cemetery, suggesting that the
cemetery had originally been larger and that this
area had probably once belonged to the cemetery.
A fire which broke out in the Crater in 1852
resulted in significant renovation work in the city.
The reconstruction work was carried out under the
supervision of Brigadier Playfair. Houses of mud and
stone replaced the straw huts destroyed by the fire.
During the digging further discoveries of Hebrew
epitaphs were made. Many of the stones discovered
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The calendars used by the Jews of southern
Arabia
Until the middle of the twentieth century the Jews of
southern Arabia used four different calendars.
Whereas three of the calendars were common, the
fourth was rarely used. All four dating systems are
present in the inscriptions. The Seleucid calendar is
related to the rule of the Seleucid dynasty and is
called šět@!arôt in Hebrew, the Calendar of the Contracts or the Era of the Documents (10). The calendar
begins with the first day of the month of tišrê of the
year 312 (or 311) BC (11). La-yes@ˇ ı̂râ is the Calendar
Beginning with the Biblical Creation of the World.
The CE calendar was often used after the British
occupation began (12). In two epitaphs the dates are
stated in relation to the destruction of the Temple in
Jerusalem. Among the Jews of southern Arabia, the
Calendar Beginning with the Dates of the Destruction of the Temples was rarely used to give an
indication of time (13).
In the calendars of la-šět@!arôt and la-yes@ˇ ı̂râ the date
is expressed by Hebrew letters. The numerical value
of the letter is implied: ’alep ¼ 1, bêt ¼ 2, yod ¼ 10,
qop ¼ 100, taw ¼ 400, taw + taw + reš ¼ 1000. In the
Hebrew epitaphs from Aden the Hebrew letters are
also used to indicate the day of the week or the day
of the month. In some inscriptions the letters
expressing the date are integrated into words which
form the sentences of the text. In those cases these
letters perform dual functions. The letters that are
related to the date are marked above the words by a
bold font, by a dot or by special symbols to
differentiate them from the other letters. The CE
date is expressed numerically.
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To convert dates into the CE calendar it is necessary
to subtract 312 years from the Contracts Calendar,
and 3761 years from the Creation Calendar (14).

Discoveries of Hebrew epitaphs by travellers
Jacob Saphir was the first to copy Hebrew inscriptions
in Aden’s ancient cemeteries and to publish ten of
them. Looking for physical evidence supporting the
legends of the Jews’ arrival in southern Arabia in
biblical times, Saphir felt that he had made an
important discovery (15). In his opinion the ages of
the inscriptions which he had copied corresponded to
the time referred to in the legends. The earlier dates
among the inscriptions copied by Saphir fell between
the first and the sixty-first year of the Contracts
Calendar. Saphir believed that these dates related to
the third century BC (16). He also documented other
epitaphs from the end of the first millennium CE and
from the beginning of the second millennium CE. He
noted that there were inscriptions written in different
styles, despite the fact that those inscriptions gave
closed dates and the epitaphs were found side by side
in the same area. Saphir discovered a group of
epitaphs from the twelfth and thirteenth centuries
CE, which belonged to one family clan of H@ alfon,
Bûnd!
ar and Mad@mûn. According to Ben-Zvi and
Goitein, Mad@mûn in Hebrew means Šěm!aryâ (17).
Saphir’s discoveries indicated that the cemetery was
used by the community for many generations
throughout the centuries and that individuals could
own part of the cemetery for use by their families (18).
As a member of an Austrian scientific delegation,
Heinrich David Müller travelled to southern Arabia
at the end of the nineteenth century. In 1889 Müller
brought to Vienna approximately 100 squeezes of
Hebrew inscriptions. Among these was a group of
inscriptions from Aden’s Jewish cemeteries. Most
of them date to the years between 20 and 54 in the
Calendar of the Contracts (19).
Izhak Ben-Zvi travelled to Aden in January, 1950
(20). He visited the ancient cemeteries, the local state
archaeological museum and a private museum,
belonging to Mr. Kaiky Muncherjee, an Indian
merchant residing in Aden. Ben-Zvi claimed that
there were hundreds of sepulchral slabs in the
ancient cemeteries. The deeper he entered into
the ancient cemetery the earlier were the dates on
the epitaphs. He mentioned that many people had

epitaphs in their homes and added that it would be
difficult to estimate how many slabs with Hebrew
inscriptions there were in total. All the inscriptions
he examined were dated in relation to the Seleucid
Era. For the first time, photographs of four of them
were published (21).
In 1951 Father A. Jamme rediscovered thirteen
tombstones bearing Hebrew inscriptions in the
courtyard of the Archaeological Museum of Aden.
Jamme heard from J. J. Gunn, then director of the
museum, that the tombstones had been found one
hundred years earlier in the Crater. Jamme made
latex squeezes of the inscriptions and passed them
on to Eli Subar for publication (22).

Problems estimating the ages of the Hebrew epitaphs
Saphir’s publication of the first inscriptions provoked intense discussion among scholars. The contents of the inscriptions and their possible ages
sparked controversy about their age and the subject
of the first arrival of the Jews in southern Arabia
(23). Saphir’s opponents thought that he had misinterpreted the dates; they believed that the dates
given in inscriptions must have been incomplete, as
masons might have contracted the dates—called p’’q
(perat qatan)—and engraved only the decade and the
current year of the date (24).
According to Joseph Halévy, who visited Aden
and Yemen in 1869–70, the earliest inscription was
related to 1816 of the Contracts Calendar, which is
1504 CE. Halévy’s opinion was not only based on the
analysis of his records from Aden, but also on his
examination of the four slabs at the British Museum
(25). The dispute between Saphir and Halévy ended
when it turned out they were each referring to
different slabs from different cemeteries (26). Saphir
had felt offended and hurt because he was accused
of falsifying the inscriptions and dismissed the
accusation by saying: ‘Who would invent so many
names, dates and other details to falsify hundreds of
inscriptions, and from where would one get so many
old stones for this?’ (27) Saphir’s opponents also
claimed that some expressions, forms of eulogy and
abbreviations in the text of the epitaphs were
modern and were not attested in Europe before the
tenth and thirteenth centuries CE: examples such as
(
) (tav, mem, kap), tehı̂ menûh@ !atah or tehe
menûh@ !atô k!abôd (Isaiah 11:10 and 58:8), may her or
his rest be in honour; and (
) (reš, yod, taw),
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rûah@ ha-Šem tanihênnû (Isaiah 63, 14), may the Spirit
of the Lord lead him (Fig. 4-6). Saphir provided
many examples of the use of such abbreviations in
biblical times and in the Talmudic Era. Harkavy also
mentioned that the expression TMK
(tav,
mem, kap) was in use in the Crimea in the first and
the second centuries CE (28). On tombstones from
the third century discovered at Beit Se‘arim the
expression (
) (zayin, s@ade, lamed), zeker s@addı̂q
li-berakâ (Proverbs 10:7), blessed be in memory the
righteous, was used. Furthermore Saphir pointed
out that the use of the name of the month instead of
its number was a tradition among the ancient
Babylonian Jewish Diaspora (29). He emphasised
that in the inscriptions from the first century of the
Seleucid Era, which his opponents considered to
belong to a considerably later time, there were no
rabbinical expressions, such as môrenû, our teacher,

Fig. 4.
Epitaph of Ahron, son of Yešû‘â, from the year 32 of the
Contracts calendar (courtesy David Birnbaum, director of the
S. Birnbaum Z’L archive).

Fig. 5.
Epitaph of H@ asya, daughter of Šemaryâ, from the year 5472 (1712
CE) of the Creations calendar (courtesy D. Birnbaum).
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Fig. 6.
Epitaph of Yešû‘â, son of Ahron, son of Yešû‘â, from the year
5565 (1805 CE) (courtesy D. Birnbaum).

rabbi or ge’ônenû (30). Saphir was unexpectedly
supported by Dr. Rabbi Eli‘ezer Mordechei Halevi
from London who examined the Hebrew epitaphs in
the British Museum. Dr. Halevi wrote a letter to
Yehi’el Brill, the editor of the newspaper ha-Libanon
which was published with the title: ‘Let us admit
that Jacob (Saphir) is saying the truth’ (Fig. 7). His
opinion was that the dates given on the epitaphs
were not contracted and should be read as written
and as interpreted by Saphir (31).
The study of tombstone inscriptions from Aden
provides us with more than just a possible time
horizon for the presence of the Jews in southern
Arabia. The letter forms used in the inscriptions are
an important asset for Hebrew palaeography. A
number of inscriptions use some of the oldest known
styles of Hebrew characters. Furthermore, a few
epitaphs from the same cemetery and seemingly
from the same period exhibit styles of letters that are
either inconsistent or completely different (32).
Almost eighty years after Saphir’s publication of
the inscriptions from Aden, Birnbaum undertook a
palaeographic study of sixty-two Hebrew inscriptions from Aden (33). He attempted to ascertain the
age of the inscriptions in accordance with the theory
of the development of the Hebrew alphabet. Birnbaum concluded that although the epitaphs were
written in a unique, local style, most of them could
not have been written earlier than the fourteenth
century CE. According to his theory the way the
letter dalet was written did not appear before the
fifteenth century and the way the letter qop was
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Fig. 7.
Extracts from articles by J. Saphir-Halevi and M. Halevi in the newspaper ‘Libanon’, 1866.
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Fig. 8.
Epitaph of Maštâ’, daughter of David, from the year 29 of the
Contracts calendar (BM 132702, by kind permission of the
Trustees of the British Museum).

written—open on two sides—did not appear before
the end of the seventeenth century or the beginning
of the eighteenth century (34). Birnbaum believed
that the dates in the inscriptions were contracted
and the letters, which were supposed to have
indicated the millennium, were omitted. Birnbaum
argued that it could not be a coincidence that the
dates were short in so many inscriptions. The
masons must have intentionally omitted part of the
date (35). As a result, Birnbaum added 2000 years to
the date of the inscription of Masta’s slab (Fig. 8)
from the British Museum and also to the inscriptions
copied by Saphir.
Fifteen years after Ben-Zvi’s publication, Shmu’el
Yavne’elli told him that while visiting Aden in 1911
he had also copied a few Hebrew inscriptions from
the ancient cemetery. Yavne’elli was familiar with
Saphir’s publications (36). Ben-Zvi published fourteen inscriptions from Yavne’elli’s collection of
thirty-two. At the same time as Ben-Zvi obtained
Yavne’elli’s notes, Ben-Zvi received photographs of
Hebrew epitaphs from Aden from Mori Salem.
These he published with Yavne’elli’s notes and
issued another edition of his previous publication.
Ben-Zvi was now convinced that the dates were
contracted and revisited his theory on the age of the
inscriptions in a new palaeographic study. In the
revised article, in place of the letter ’alep he added
the letter bêt (2000 years) to the dates given. On one
of the inscriptions from Mori Salem, the location of
the letters of the date was changed. At the beginning
there should be taw and not gimel. Alterations in the
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letters of the date was not unusual among Yemeni
Jews (37). The inscriptions from Mori Salem from the
years 26 and 32 according to the Contracts Calendar,
were dated 1715 CE and 1721 CE, respectively (38).
Eli Subar followed the same reasoning as Ben-Zvi,
adding the letter bêt to the given dates and estimating the ages of the inscriptions accordingly.
While the letter indicating the millennium in a
Contracts date could be ( ), ’alep or ( ), bêt (one or
two), the letter indicating the century could be any
letter from: ( ), ’alep to ( ), tet (one to nine). The
date in an inscription could be anything over the last
two thousand years. Let us assume, for instance, that
the letter one, indicating hundreds and/or thousands, was omitted. The date mentioned in one of
the inscriptions as the first year of the Contracts
Calendar (311 or 312 BC), could be, for instance, the
year 101, 1001 or 1101 in Contracts Calendar terms,
which would mean 210 BC, 690 CE, or 790 CE,
respectively. However, if the omitted millennium
letter was two, then the dates for the first year of the
Contracts Calendar could be, for instance, the year
2001, which brings us to 1690 CE (39).
The theory that the masons consciously left out the
letters indicating the millennium is not applicable in all
cases. We read a full date in inscription No. 132703 in
the British Museum (
) (’alep, taw, reš, kap,
he) which is 1313 CE (Fig. 9). Moreover, in the Ben-Zvi
publications there were four inscriptions giving full
dates. Inscription No. 3 has the date (
) (’alep, reš,

Fig. 9.
Epitaph of Perah@ from the year 1625 (1317 CE) of the Contracts
calendar (BM 132703, by kind permission of the Trustees of the
British Museum).
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Fig. 10.
Epitaph of Miryam from the year 1475 (1163 CE) of the Contracts
calendar (photograph by the author, Aden, 2004).

he) which gives 1205 according to the Contracts, or 894
CE. Inscription No. 4 gives the date of (
) (alep,
taw, ‘ayin, he) which is 1475 (1000 + 400 + 70 + 5)
according to the Contracts, or 1163 CE (Fig. 10).
Inscription No. 132705 from the British Museum gives
the date of (
) (’alep, taw, reš, mem, he) which is
1333 CE. Inscription No. 6 gives the date of
(
) (’alep, taw, reš, samek, he) which is 1665
according to the Contracts, or 1353 CE. Inscription No.
9 gives the date (
) (’alep, taw,‘ayin), 1470
according to the Contracts, or 1158 CE (Fig. 11).
The inscriptions published by Saphir, Ben-Zvi and
Subar include a number of names from the same
family clan of H@ alfon, Mad@mûn and Bûnd!ar, who
lived in Aden between the eleventh and thirteenth
century (40). Ben-Zvi published an epitaph with a
date which was given relative to the Destruction of the
Temple: ‘From the time the Temple was destroyed
and until her death seven hundred and sixty four
years passed and her age is seventeen’ (Fig. 12) (41).

Common terms and abbreviations used in the
inscriptions
Covering the dead with a stone slab and writing an
inscription on it with information about the
deceased has been a tradition among Jews since

Fig. 11.
Epitaph of Mad@mûn, son of Rav Halfon Bûndar, from the year
1470 (1158 CE) of the Contracts calendar (photograph by the
author, Aden, 2004).

Fig. 12.
Epitaph of Le’â, from the year 764 (834 CE) of the destruction of
the Temple (after a photograph published by Y. Ben-Zvi).
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the Talmudic Era (42). There are no rules stipulating
what the tablet should include. In some epitaphs the
details are given in a different order: the date of
death, the verb and the name (43). It is thought that
the order in which the information is given in the
epitaph does not indicate the period in which the
epitaph was written. Differences in style and content
of epitaphs reflect differences in local cultural
traditions and sometimes indicate the origin of the
family. The text and the style can provide us with
information about the community. From what was
emphasised about the quality of the dead we learn
about the values of society and how people lived as
a collective (44). Furthermore, we find inscriptions
with eulogies of different lengths. However, it is still
possible to speak of a number of patterns which are
common to many inscriptions.
Most of the texts include a verb, giving the date of
departure from life, the name of the dead, the name
of the father of the deceased and the date of death.
There are a few epitaphs (Fig. 6), mentioning not
only the father of the dead but also his grandfather
(45). In some epitaphs the details are given in a
different order: first the date of death, then the verb
and the name (46). One inscription by Ben-Zvi, the
epitaph of Halfon ben Bûndar (47), was undated.
However, information from other sources can be
used in dating this inscription. Because this name is
mentioned and documented in many fragments in
the Cairo Genizah, the epitaph can be placed in the
twelfth century.
Very often the verb appears in the first section. It
is normally an expression of the departure from life:
ne’ĕsap le-bêt ‘ôl!amô or ne’esĕpâ le-bêt ‘ôl!am!ah (Figs 4, 5,
8, 13, 14, 17), he or she was gathered to the eternal
home or God’s world (48). Also attested are the
expressions nipt@ar or nipt@erâ, he or she departed
(Figs 9, 12, 24), nah@ at, she came to rest and nah@ at
napšô, his soul came to rest (Fig. 10) or t!anûh@ ı̂, rest
(Figs 15, 16, 18) (49).
Other expressions include nistallĕqâ, she left or
nithbaqqeš mi-le-ma‘lâ, he was asked from (heaven)
above. An expression which very often follows is:
nis@ddaq dı̂nô w-yišar p!o‘alô, His (God’s) sentence is
right and His deed is correct, or nilq!ah@ mĕ‘al ‘amô or
nilqĕh@ â me‘!al ‘am!ah, he or she was taken from her or
his nation (Figs 19, 20, 25).
After the statement about departure from life
there follows the name of the deceased. Interest-
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Fig. 13.
Epitaph of Abraham Hakohen, son of Šelomoh Hakohen, from
the year 2020 (1708 CE) of the Contracts calendar (courtesy
D. Birnbaum).

Fig. 14.
Epitaph of Ribeqâ, daughter of Yosep, son of Yešû‘â, from the
year 1830 (1518 CE) of the Contracts calendar (courtesy D.
Birnbaum).

ingly, the Hebrew form was mostly used for male
names, while the Arabic form was most often used
for female names. If the deceased was a woman,
then her father’s name was given, but not that of her
husband (50).
Male names: Ahron (Fig. 4) (51), Abraham (Figs 10,
13, 18) (52), Barh@ an, Bûnd!ar (Fig. 10) (53), David
(Fig. 8) (54), ‘Ezra (55), H@ oter (56), H@ alfon (Fig. 11)
(57), H@ anûn, H@ ayyı̂m (58), Kessar (59), Mad@mûn
(Figs 11, 23) (60), Menah@ em (Figs 21, 25), Mordekay,
Moše or Mûsâ (Fig. 16) (61), ‘Ôded (62) or Me‘odad
(Fig. 17, 20) (63), Perah@ (Fig. 9) (64), Pinh@ as (65),
Salôm or Salem (Fig. 15) (66), Se‘adeyâ or Said
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Fig. 15.
Epitaph of H@ anun, daughter of the dayyan Abraham, from the
year 1851 CE (courtesy D. Birnbaum).

Fig. 16.
Epitaph of Ya‘aqôb (?), son of the taftar Moše bar Haba, son of
Šelomo, from the year 1792 CE (courtesy D. Birnbaum).

(Fig. 20), Sassôn (67), Šelomoh (Fig. 13), Šemaryâ
(68), Šemû’el (69), Šilôh (70), Šim‘ôn (71), Tôb (72) or
Tôbi (Fig. 21), Ya‘aqôb (Fig. 5) (73), Yas@ı̂b (74),
Yehô’aš (75), Yešû‘â (Figs 4, 6, 14) (76), Yeh@ ezqel
(77), Yisra’el (78), Yis@h@ aq or Izaak (Fig. 19) (79),
Yosep or Jôsep, Zekaryâ (Fig. 22) (80).
Female names: ’Imanâ (81), Baı̂ytı̂ (82), Galyâ (83),
Gezâ (84), Giyarâ or Gûwarâ or Goharâ (85), H@ alati
(86), H@ amame (87), H@ annâ or H@ anun (Fig. 15),
H@ ası̂nâ (88), H@ asya (Fig. 5), H@ oglâ (Numbers 26:33)
(89), Kedayâ, Le’â (Fig. 12), Lûlû or Lûlwe (90),
Malkâ or Malûk (91), Maštâ’(Fig. 8) or Maštah (92),
Mazal, Melah@ i (93), Miryam (Fig. 10) (94), Qazal
! arâ (97),
(95), Rah@ el, Ra‘yâ (96), Ribeqâ (Fig. 14), S
!
!
!
Sarı̂r, Sarûr or Surûr (Fig. 17) (98), S@ipôrâ, S@edaqâ.
The terms for describing the Place of Rest are:
qeber, the tomb, or bêt ‘ol!am, the eternal place

(Fig. 23) (99). After the place of rest follow the
expressions: h@ elqô ‘im s@addı̂qı̂m wa-h@ ası̂dı̂m, with the
righteous and the pious is his portion (Figs 10, 11,
18, 23, 24), or miškabô ‘im s@addı̂qı̂m, he is resting with
the righteous. This appears also in abbreviation
(
) (‘ayin,s@ade,waw,h@ et) (100). Other terms
!
include be-G!an ‘Eden
‘im s@addı̂qê ‘El, in the Garden of
Eden (paradise) with the righteous, and nišmatô
!
‘Eden
G!an, may his soul be in paradise, or the
abbreviation (
) (nun, ‘ayin, gimel), his soul in
the Garden of Eden (Figs 4, 5, 6, 12, 15, 17, 20). A
!
variant of the same expression is be-‘Eden
G!an
Elôhı̂m. Eden means garden of God (Ezekiel 28:13)
(101). The expression: (
) ‘afar, dust (To dust
you shall return, Genesis 3:19) is very rare (Fig. 18).
Words were often chosen from the Bible or the
Talmud for describing the personal qualities of the
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Fig. 17.
Epitaph of Sarûr, daughter of ‘Ôded, son of Sahali, from the year
1804 CE (courtesy D. Birnbaum).

deceased. Men or women are often described as
humble, pious, honourable or God-fearing, e.g. ha-’ı̂š
ha-t@ôb he-h@ ası̂d ha-y!er!e’ šamayı̂m, the good man, the
pious, the God-fearing (Genesis 17:6) (102). In
addition to these common expressions other words
are used, such as s@addı̂q be-kol m!a‘asayw, pious in all
his deeds. And ha-zaqen, the aged man or ha-y!ašar,
!!aw, the humble (Numbers
the righteous or he-‘an
!
13:3), or ha-nabôn, the reasonable man, he h@ !ak!am,
the wise man, ha-mĕ’ûššar, the happy one, and also
ha- mĕkûb!ad or ha-nikbad, the respectful man and
ha-mĕlûmm!ad, the learned man (Figs 4, 5, 8, 15-17,
20-21) (103).
In an epitaph for a woman, her father rather than
her husband is mentioned (104): ha -’iššâ ha-yĕšarâ
û-s@enû‘â ha-s@addeqet, the humble, the pious woman,
or ha-’iššâ ha-kĕšerâ, ha-h@ ašuwa, ha-s@adeqqet, ha-t@ĕhôrâ,
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Fig. 18.
Epitaph of ?, daughter of Se‘adeyâ, son of Abraham, from the
year 1332 CE (BM 132706, by kind permission of the Trustees of
the British Museum).

ha-t!ammâ, the perfect woman, the pure one (Figs 5, 8,
14, 15, 17, 20, 21, 25).
The social status of the dead is also mentioned. If
he was a prominent individual a few characteristic
notes on him or his title were mentioned: negı̂dênû,
our chieftain (as in Fig. 23) (105), or if he belonged to
the kôhanı̂m, the priestly families (Figs 13, 14).
Sometimes the profession of the dead is also mentioned, e.g. ha-dayyan, the judge, ha-t@apt@ar and
ha-sôper, the scribe (Fig. 15, 16) (106).
The date of his or her departure from life was
usually indicated after the place of rest: the day of
the week, the week of the month and the year, for
instance, Thursday night, the 6th of Marh@ eswan,
the year (
) (taw, pe, dalet), 1484 CE (107). If
the deceased person passed away on a Saturday, the
weekly portion of the Torah was written. If the
person passed away on a Friday evening the day of
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Fig. 21.
Epitaph of S@edaqâ, daughter of Menahem, son of Tôb, from the
year 1833 CE (courtesy D. Birnbaum).

Fig. 19.
Epitaph of Yis@h@ aq, son of (?), son of Yis@h@ aq, from the year 1853
CE (courtesy D. Birnbaum).

Fig. 22.
Epitaph of Zekaryâ, son of David, from the year ? CE (BM 47-423-1, by kind permission of the Trustees of the British Museum).

Fig. 20.
Epitaph of H@ annâ, daughter of Me‘odad, son of Sa‘id, from the
year 1959 CE (courtesy D. Birnbaum).

death was indicated as ‘ereb šabbat. The age of the
deceased is very rarely mentioned in the epitaphs
(Fig. 24) (108).
In a few epitaphs there are three words or their
abbreviation (three letters) in the first line: barûk
dayyan ’emet, BDH (bêt, dalet, he), blessed be the true
Judge (109). Another expression is: ha-sûr tamı̂m
po‘alô, or HTP (he, taw, pe), Sur is a synonym for God.
When both appeared, the first row BDH (in abbreviation) often appeared first. Other abbreviations
would be placed near the name of the deceased
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Fig. 23.
Epitaph of negidenû, son of Mad@mûn, from the year 1470 (1159
CE) of the Contracts calendar (with thanks to Merilyn HywelJones for the photograph, taken in the courtyard of the Aden
Museum, and for permission to publish it).

while some appeared at the beginning of the
inscription, and some at the end: RYT (reš, yod,
taw) (110) and TMK (taw, mem, kap) (Figs 4-6, 8, 11,
15, 19, 21) (111).
Another group of abbreviations included ZL
(zayin, lamed), zakûr la-tôb and zikrônô li-berakâ, he
will be remembered well, or his memory will be
blessed (Psalms 11:6; Proverbs 10:7) (112), and ZLT
(zayin, lamed, taw), zikrô li-teh@ iyyâ, his memory will
stay alive (113). Other abbreviations used are ZS@L
(zayin, s@ade, lamed) (114), and ZQL (zayin, qop,
lamed), zeker qaddôš li-berakâ, the holy will be
blessed in memory (Figs 6, 17, 21) (115). The
expression KGQ (kap, gimel, qop), Qĕbôd Gĕdûllat
Qedûšatô, the Honour of the Great Holiness, also of
His Mighty Holiness (Psalms 145:3; 1 Chronicles
17:19, 29:11) appeared in the twelfth-century
inscriptions (116).
Two standard closing expressions, either a sentence
or a contraction, appear in the last line: (
)
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Fig. 24.
Epitaph of Sat’el (?), from the year 1489 (1177 CE) of the
Contracts calendar (photograph by the author, Aden, 2004).

(taw, nun, s@ade, bêt, he), tĕhe nišm!atô or tĕhı̂ nišm!at!ah
s@erûrâ bi-s@erôr ha-h@ ayyı̂m, may his soul be bound up in
the bundle of (everlasting) life (1 Samuel 25:29) (117),
which may also be interpreted as, may the spirit of
the Lord place him with the living ones. Sometimes
this expression appears together with: (
)
‘im s@addı̂qı̂m va-h@ ası̂dı̂m, with the righteous and the
pious (Figs 11, 15, 23, 24) (118).

Conclusions
Approximately 200 Hebrew epitaphs have been
discovered in Aden during the last 150 years and
some of these have been studied by more than one
scholar. Approximately seventy epitaphs predate
the nineteenth century.
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Fig. 25.
Epitaph of Le’a, daughter of Yis@h@ aq, son of Selomoh, from the
year 1845 CE (courtesy D. Birnbaum).

The inconsistencies in the structure of the texts
and the dating systems used has been a source of
confusion. In a few inscriptions documented by
Saphir, Ben-Zvi, Yavne’elli and Mori Salem the
word li-šet!arôt was attached to the date. Surprisingly, inscriptions in which the dates consist of
more than two letters do not contain the word
li-šet!arôt. There are also different versions of the
same expression. In a few inscriptions the expressions are given in full, while in the others they are
in a contracted form. If the dates are interpreted as
they are written, then some of the inscriptions may
be nearly two thousand years old. However, if we
accept the hypothesis that letters, indicating thousands or hundreds, were omitted, then the age of
the epitaphs is reduced dramatically. Adding one
thousand or two thousand years to the given date
puts the age of the epitaphs to between the eighth
and the eighteenth centuries CE. One inscription

does not fit into this pattern: this is the one in
which the date is given according to the destruction
of the Temples. The person mentioned in that
inscription died in the ninth century CE.
Sometimes information from other sources is
helpful for determining the age of certain inscriptions. Inscription No. 9 in Ben-Zvi’s publication
gives no date but it carries the family name, which is
known to us from the Genizah archive. The names
H@ alfon, Mad@mûn and Bûnd!ar are documented in
many fragments and can be dated to the twelfth or
thirteenth century. Hence, Birnbaum dated the
epitaph from the 29th year of the Contracts Calendar
(British Museum No. 132702) to the eighteenth
century. The available historical evidence at this
point is not sufficient to ascertain the relationship of
the woman Mašta’ with the family which lived in the
seventeenth century in Yemen.
The suggestion that certain expressions, abbreviations and elegies were not in use before the tenth
and the thirteenth centuries may also be debated, as
European traditions may not provide an accurate
timescale for the customs of oriental Jewry, which is
known to have preserved ancient Jewish rites and
traditions directly from Palestine and Babylon. As
shown by Saphir and Harkavy, some of the same
abbreviations and expressions used in the Aden
inscriptions are attested in Talmudic times.
The data currently available do not allow us to
accept the letter omission theory. Today, after almost
150 years of debate, scholars continue to disagree on
how to date the inscriptions. Any decision on
whether the letters for thousands or hundreds were
omitted will be inconclusive and arbitrary and will
lead to inconsistencies. Neither one nor two thousand, if assumed to have been omitted for the
thousands, offers a uniform solution suitable to all
dates and conforming with all the other facts. Further
research with modern methods may solve the problem of the age of the Hebrew epitaphs from Aden,
and the conclusion Birnbaum drew from his analysis
will probably be the subject of renewed debate.
Studying inscriptions on tombstones may help us
to improve our knowledge of the history of the
country of the deceased. The Hebrew epitaphs from
Aden provide precious historical evidence and
unique confirmation of the Jewish contribution to
the history and culture of southern Arabia through
the ages.
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